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Abstract 
Suppose that a hypergraph H = (YE) of rank r is given as well as a probability distribution 
p(e) (e E E) on the edges. We show that in the usual group testing model the unknown edge 
can be found by less than - logp (e) + r tests. For the case of the uniform distribution, the result 
proves a conjecture of Du and Hwang. 
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1. Introduction 
Assume that we are given some hypergraph G = (VE), E c 2”. Our task is to find 
some unknown edge e* E E by choosing sequentially subsets A c V and testing whether 
e* n A is empty or not. We are interested in the minimum number of tests needed to 
identify e*. In [5] it was shown that for each natural number I there exists some 
constant yr such that this number L(G) of tests is bounded above by log 1 EJ + yr if r is 
the rank of G, i.e., the maximum cardinality of an edge. No bound for yr (r > 2) was 
provided. Althsfer [3] generalized this to the probabilistic setting as follows: Suppose 
we are given a probability distribution on E, where p(e) = F’rob(e* = e) for each 
e E E. Then a general lower bound for the minimum average search length L(G) is 
given by the entropy 
H(P) = - Cp(e) logp(e), 
efE 
where the base of the logarithm is 2 throughout this note (cf. [ 21) . Althafer showed that 
also this lower bound is only missed by a constant. Again, no estimate for the constant 
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was given. In this note, we give an estimate for the constants mentioned above. For the 
proofs we assume that the reader is familiar with elementary notions and methods of 
search theory as are explained in [ 1,2]. In particular, we use freely the equivalence of 
sequential search algorithms, rooted binary trees and prefix codes. 
2. Main results 
Our first lemma is a variant of Kraft’s inequality for certain alphabetic search processes 
on a set S:={xr,...,x,}. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that a set of natural numbers !I,. . . , l, is given such that Cl < 
lz 6 . . . 6 b,_l and 
s 
c 2-” < 1. 
i=I 
Then there exists an alphabetic search code with word lengths Cl,. . . ,e,. 
Proof. We refer to the proof of the following similar result as given in [ 1, Chapter IV, 
Satz 3.41: If no inequalities are known to hold for the & then the inequality 
is sufficient to guarantee the existence of an alphabetic search code with lengths 
e, , . . . , es. 
In the proof of this result the code words Ci of length & are constructed as nodes 
in the binary rooted tree of depth &,, := max{lr , . . . ,i,}. It is easy to check that 
in case e, 6 . . . < !,_I this procedure is applicable under the weaker hypothesis 
2-6 + . . . + 24 6 1 and that the descendants of the code words cl,. . . , cj which are 
endvertices in the binary tree are just the 
i=l 
leftmost leaves of the tree ( 1 6 j < s - 1). Now choose for cs the code word whose 
descendant leaves are the 2em-eS rightmost endvertices of the tree. q 
We are now going to apply this lemma in the following setting: Suppose that we 
are given some probability space with ground set E, probability measure P and events 
A,,... , A, with positive probability partitioning E. Assume further that the probabilities 
satisfy: 
P(AI > 3 P(A2) 3 . . ‘2 PC&-I >. 
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Then we can restate Lemma 1 as follows: 
Lemma 2. There exists an alphabetic binary tree with leaves corresponding to Al, . . . , 
A,y such that the length ei of the path from the root to the leaf corresponding to Ai is 
[-logP(Ai)lfori=l,...,~. 
Let El,. . . , E,, denote arbitrary nonempty events in a discrete probability space where 
each atom has positive probability and let En+1 := E \ (U:=, Ei). We are searching for 
an unknown element e* E E by testing whether e* is contained in some set &, Ei 
where I c {l,..., n}. In case En+1 # 0, construct some new events as follows: 
(a) Let AI := Ei, where P( Ei, ) 2 P( Ei) for all i 6 n. 
(b) If Al,...,At,Ei,,..., Ei, have been constructed, test whether Al U . . . U A, = 
E, u . . . U E,. 
(bl ) If this is the case, let s := t + 1, A, := E,+l and stop the construction. 
(b2) Otherwise,choosesomej~M:={l,...,n}\{i~,...,i,}suchthatP(B~) 
withBj :=Ej\(Ei,U* . .U Ei,) is maximal for all j E M. Then let i,+t := j 
and A,+1 := Bj. 
(c) Let t := t + 1 and return to step (b). 
If En+1 = 0, do the same construction except that, in case (bl), you just let s := t 
and stop. 
It is clear that finally the sets Al,. . . , A, form a partition of E such that P(A1) > 
P(A,) 3 ... >, P(A,_l) and A1 U..*UAr = EL, U*.*UEi, for t < s - 1. Recall that 
for any union Ui,[ Ei, we may test whether e * is contained in this union or not. In 
particular, for all t < s - 1, it is allowed to test whether e* is in AI U . . . U A, or not. 
This means that we may carry out an alphabetic search to find the Ai containing e” and 
Lemma 2 applies in this situation. 
In our group testing problem, assume that V = { 1, . . . , n} and define the events Ei to 
mean that e* is incident to i, 1 < i < n. e* E En+1 means that e* = 8. By iterative use 
of Lemma 2, we get our main result: 
Theorem 3. Suppose G = (v E) is a hypergraph of rank r and p(e), e E E are 
(positive) probabilities on the edges. Then there is a search algorithm with lengths 
e(e) < - logp(e) + r for each e E E. In particular, for the average search length we 
have: 
z(G) < H(p) f r. 
Proof. We use induction on r, where the case r = 1 follows immediately from Lemma 1. 
(It is essentially Shannon’s Noiseless Coding Theorem.) For the induction step, define 
the Ei as stated before the theorem and apply Lemma 2. The sets A, containing more 
than one element consist of edges which are all incident to the vertex i,. Deleting it 
from each e E A, yields a hypergraph of rank at most r - 1 to which the induction 
hypothesis can be applied. Hence, if we know that e* E At, it can be found by at most 
- logP( e\A,) + r - 1 additional tests if e = e*. Since P(e\At) =p(e)/P(At) and the 
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set A, is found by at most [- log P(A,)] tests, the result follows. 0 
We have the following corollary for the deterministic case which solves a conjecture 
of Du and Hwang [7, p. 2111: 
Corollary 4. The worst-case search length L(G) on a hypergraph with rank at most r 
is bounded from above by [log jE]l + r - 1. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 3 with p(e) = l/IE[ for all edges. •i 
It is amazing that for the graph case we get Damaschke’s result [6] without doing 
any computations. 
We close with the following result which is proved by the same idea and may be 
useful if no good bound for the rank of the hypergraph can be given: 
Theorem 5. Suppose G = (YE) is a hypergraph and p(e) , e E E are (positive) 
probabilities on its edges. Then there is a search algorithm$nding the unknown edge 
e* by at most [-logp(e*)] + Je*( tests. 
Proof (Sketch). Use induction on )e*I. If e* = 8, the result is clear. Now argue analogous 
to the proof of Theorem 3. Deleting ir means to pass to a new problem where the 
cardinality of e* has dropped by 1. An application of the induction hypothesis yields 
the result. q 
Note. Recently, I. Althiifer and M. Lowe obtained results similar to Theorems 3 and 5 
with slightly weaker bounds, see [4]. 
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